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SKYBOX HEALTH CHECK

Ensure Ongoing, Optimal Performance
of Your Skybox Deployment

Skybox® Security is committed to your success. If it’s been a while since
one of our professional services team has worked with you on your
Skybox deployment, we recommend a Skybox Health Check to optimize
the value of your Skybox deployment.

SKYBOX HEALTH
CHECK KEY FEATURES

Your network has not been standing still — it’s been growing and
evolving. Periodically checking on the data imports, model status and
system operation parameters of your Skybox deployment will ensure
optimal performance.

•

Platform performance

•

Data import validation

•

Model validation checks

Skybox Professional Services will run through a set of comprehensive
checks and provide a detailed report with findings as well as remediation recommendations.

•

Operational checks

•

Use case and new feature review

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Platform Performance
•

Check and verify platform parameters such disk usage, memory
usage, CPU performance and other platform settings

Learn more about Skybox
Professional Services >

Data Import Validation
•

Verify that all data import tasks are performing properly and
completed successfully

•

Ensure you are set to receive notifications from the Skybox system for any
task issues

Model Validation Checks
•

Verify model freshness and look for stale devices not recently imported,
which may be a result of network device decommissioning

•

Check the basic model for completeness and accuracy issues, such as
missing perimeter connections, missing routing rules and other key items

•

Verify license usage and alert Skybox if you may be close to needing
license expansion

Operational Checks
•

Ensure Skybox analysis and reporting tasks are operating properly

•

Verify items including user authentication, alerts, model backup and dictionary processing

Use Case and New Feature Review
•

Skybox Professional Services will review your product use cases; provide
advice and recommendations on how the Skybox platform can provide a
solution for new use cases; and provide an overview of new
product features

Comprehensive Health Check
•

The report will provide details on all findings and list recommendations
for remediation
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Skybox provides the industry’s broadest cybersecurity management platform
At Skybox Security, we provide you with cybersecurity management solutions
to help your organization innovate rapidly and with confidence. We get to the
root of cybersecurity issues, giving you better visibility, context and automation across a variety of use cases. By integrating data, delivering new insights
and unifying processes, you’re able to control security without restricting
operational agility. Skybox’s comprehensive solution unites different security
perspectives into the big picture, minimizes risk and empowers security
programs to move to the next level. With obstacles and complexities removed,
you can stay informed, work smarter and drive your organization
forward, faster.

